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Continuing our journey to the Cloud

- Online pallet load formatting provides simple shipping customization
- Create load format profiles for global consistency across all users
- Connecting Cape Cloud and WebCenter for easy packaging management integration
Pallet load formatting in the Cloud
What formatting is possible?

- Layer Actions:
  - Insert Pallet Base Under Layer
  - Pallet Base Cap
  - Layer Pads
  - Layer Tray
  - Top Board
  - Vertical Corner Posts
  - Horizontal Strap
  - Stretch Wrap

- Additions:
  - Top Cap
  - Vertical Corner Posts
  - Horizontal Strap
  - Vertical Straps
  - Shroud

- Alternates / Column Stack / Flip Layers

- Spread / Unspread
  - Layer 1: Yes
  - Layer 2: No
  - Layer 3: No
  - Layer 4: Yes

- Apply
Automatic formatting with predefined profiles
Format load profile settings applied automatically

New product dimensions updated
Generate Reports with Load Formatting
Upload to WebCenter from Cape Cloud
Easily Migrate Existing Strength Database

Excel template provided to:
Load existing strength database into xls file and export to Cape Cloud
Edit Report User Text Online

Real-time editing of user text with the click of a button